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EGIS - Wide Area Duress

EGIS BY SEC-ENG

Wide Area Duress Solution

The EGIS solution is a robust and easy to use personal alarm designed for
employees who work alone.
The unit provides an effective way to raise an alert in a dangerous situation
or personal threat. The user can raise an alarm manually by pressing the
button, as well as a man-down function. The man-down function is a built-in
switch that detects when the user is lying horizontal or not moving and
raises an alarm automatically.
Dependent on the type of alarm raised the device can react initiating a
number of communications such as Voice, SMS, GPS location & 3G Tracking.
All data is time and date stamped for post-incident reporting.
EGIS is fully customisable to meet organisations and individual requirements.
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Features
Features
Alarm Button

Easy access in threatening situations and built in GPS engine for tracking

Man-down

In the event of an alarm, a colleague can be quickly found.
Programmable system on G force or Tilt in any direction

Voice

Receive & make calls and can enable auto answer option.
In built bio feedback system for silent or incoming calls.

Soft Keys

3 programmable soft keys for creating short cuts of pre-programmed numbers

Alarm indicator

The user is notified via a vibration, beep or LED when the alarm has been sent

Robust design

Resistant to water (IP64), dust and dirt.
Tough poly carbonate thermal plastic housing for rough handling

Charging options

Rack mount charging available

Battery

2 x battery systems available for longer operation

SIM card

Operating via GSM or 3G networks and is not carrier dependent.
Sim card not included. Sim cards available upon request

Application

The application has the ability to view the asset in real time and to perform multiple tasks The EGIS
system can be configured to communicate through a SQL server system for larger applications.
Offering various features, such as live tracking and safety check services.
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